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1. Introduction 
 

Thank you for your interest in CloudEndure Disaster Recovery through the AWS Marketplace SaaS Contracts 

subscription. 

When signing up for a CloudEndure Disaster Recovery subscription using AWS Marketplace SaaS Contracts, it is 

important to follow the below subscription guidelines to ensure proper billing and license allocation.  

If you set your subscription incorrectly, you will be billed incorrectly by AWS Marketplace and your CloudEndure 

licenses will not be allocated properly until the subscription is corrected. 

This document describes detailed subscription guidelines and provides examples to help ensure your subscription is 

completed successfully and your licenses are allocated accordingly.  

In case of subscription issues, please contact the AWS Support Center. 

  

https://console.aws.amazon.com/support
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2. Subscription guidelines 
 

a) Use the correct Machine range box: 

When you make your Machine count selection, be sure to enter your machine count under the appropriate Machine 

range box. 

For example: If you would like to purchase DR licenses for 200 machines, enter the '200' number under the [100-499 

Machine range] to ensure that the appropriate volume discount is applied and that the licenses are allocated to your 

account. If you accidentally enter the ‘200’ number under any Machine range box other than [100-499], you will be 

billed an incorrect amount by AWS Marketplace and your account licenses will not be allocated until the subscription 

is corrected. In this case, please contact CloudEndure support for instructions. 

 

    
 

b) Do not combine Machine range boxes: 

Be sure to only use a single Machine range box in your subscription. Do not combine multiple Machine range boxes.  

For example: If you would like to purchase DR licenses for 200 machines, please enter the ‘200’ number under the 

[100-499 Machine range] box, rather than combining the [1-99] and [100-499 Machine range] boxes. If you 

accidentally combine multiple Machine range boxes, you will be billed an incorrect amount by AWS Marketplace and 

your account licenses will not be allocated until the subscription is corrected. In this case, please contact CloudEndure 

support for instructions. 
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Correct Incorrect 
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c) Subscription upgrades:  

If you would like to purchase additional DR licenses to add more machines to your subscription or extend your 

contract subscription period, please be sure to enter the new machine count in the appropriate Machine range box 

and do not combine multiple Machine range boxes, as per the guidelines described above in sections (2a) and (2b). 

For example: If you are currently subscribed for 200 machines selected under the [100-499 Machine range] box, and 

you would like to add licenses for 400 additional machines, bringing you new total to ‘600’, please delete the ‘200’ pre-

populated number from the [100-499 Machine range] box in your existing subscription, and enter the new ‘600’ 

number under the [500-999 Machine Range] box. This will properly modify your subscription, and the additional 400 

licenses will be automatically allocated to your CloudEndure account. Entering the new ‘600’ number in any Machine 

range box other than [500-999] will not update your CloudEndure account, but you will be billed an incorrect fee by 

AWS Marketplace. In this case, please contact CloudEndure support for instructions. 

Pre-upgrade:  

 
Post-upgrade: 

    
 

d) Subscription downgrades: 

If you would like to reduce the machine count or subscription period of your account, note that the subscription 

change will only take effect upon the renewal date of your current subscription. 

For the subscription downgrade to complete, please ensure that the number of concurrently replicating machines, as 

appears in your CloudEndure console, is equal or lower than the newly reduced machine count you have selected. 

Note that if the number of concurrently replicating machines in your account is higher than your newly selected 

reduced machine count at the time of your subscription renewal date, you will be prevented from recovering machines 

until the subscription is corrected. In this case, please contact CloudEndure support for instructions. 

 

Further product documentation can be found at docs.cloudendure.com. 

Correct Incorrect 

http://docs.cloudendure.com/

